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In the past, says Ulrich Reiten-

berger, when there were still ta-

chographs, everything was very

simple, especially simple to con-

trol. Now comparable information

only exists digitally "and it's just

to expensive and time consu-

ming". Checking could only be

guaranteed with an increase in

personnel. What Reitenber-

ger wanted, however

was a very simple

solution: "Sim-

ple interface

and an easy

test on

when and

where, how

many kilo-

metres were

driven." The

project mana-

ger also wished

for live locating to be

able to send new orders to the

drivers at once. The company

serves many construction sites

and could save time if the route

can be determined on the way 

according to the requirement.

Quick operation of the device

should also be possible.

How fast and simple it could be

was already evident when instal-

ling the device which Reitenber-

ger did himself. “It was more than

simple, I was positively surpri-

sed.” A staff member from

LOSTnFOUND came twice,

there was always a fixed contact

person who Reitenberger could

turn to even by mail.

There were no problems when

operating the device either. The

procedures could be configured

"really easily." Locating took

place through GPS and mes-

sages arrived every 5 to 10 mi-

nutes, even every minute, as

requested over the mobile phone

network. The journeys, idle time,

breaks and stops were dis-

played. The data could be “opti-

mally” processed confirms

Reitenberger. “There was too

much data to be evaluated in

other devices.” The test went

very smoothly.

Initially, Reitenberger conscio-

usly declined help, but then

sought advice over the tele-

phone. The LOSTnFOUND inter-

face was the simplest to operate

compared to competitors'

devices, „clear and

not overfilled.“

Reitenberger

also evalua-

tes the fact

that even

a t t a c h -

m e n t s ,

containers

as well as

small devices

can additionally

be monitored

with LOSTnFOUND

as positive. There is an additional

GPS solution for this.

The data obtained could be 

easily read out, and Reitenberger

could transfer the digital files to

Excel files just as easily. It was

also possible to find individual 

results and to obtain data lists 

in this way that were tailored 

exactly to meet individual needs.

On the other hand, functions 

Reitenberger did not need, could

be turned off, so that there was

no accumulation of excessive 

results. Thus, for example, the

alarm, released when speeds

were exceeded, could be turned

off. “Alarms are more likely to 

distrub me,” says Ulrich Reiten-

berger. The pure driving time as

well as the parking and working

time are most interesting for him.

Some detailed information can

still be quite useful though: 

Practical test passed with flying colours

LOSTnFOUND® ALTUS on the test bench again
Locating system with simple user interface / 

Data easy to check / Progressive live locating 
Hamburg.2011-08 (msc) – In a company with many drivers and journeys, it can well become a 

problem if no one can exactly control what happens en route. Ulrich Reitenberger of Bau GmbH

with the same name in the Swabian Laugna Asbach wanted to know exactly how it is. He tested

five locating devices, checked the individual platforms, prepared matrices. He installed a device

himself, he did not want instructions. The fact that he also managed to do it alone was proof of

the simple operability and a further plus point for the future test winner. The ALTUS by

LOSTnFOUND.

Tester: Ulrich Reitenberger Bau GmbH and Varius Massivbau &

Co. KG in Laugna - Asbach (Bavaria)

Core business area: Construction

Specialities: large range of the smallest types of development

work up to industrial buildings and construction.

Sphere of activity: regional, up to approx. 1000 kilometres around

the company headquarters in Swabia. 

Vehicle fleet: 35 vehicles, out of which 20 in the area equipped

with telematics.

Requirement profile of the user: 

The user wished for a locating device with a simple interface with

which data could be easily checked. The possibility of live

locating was also important to be able to contact drivers en route

directly and pass on new orders to them immediately.

Ulrich Reitenberger Bau GmbH is convinced by LOSTnFOUND ALTUS and gives it the best marks.

„I would like to see cases of ab-

rupt breaking,“ says the project

manager.

The use of the locating system

LOSTnFOUND® ALTUS has 

already really paid off for his com-

pany: False working hour claims

could thus be detected – the 

employee thought he was not

being watched when taking

breaks.

Something like this would not 

be possible without electronic

support, since the construction

company has 100 employees,

explains Reitenberger. Of course

it is difficult to keep track of 

all employees here and to de-

termine violations.. “We would

need another staff member just

for this control function.”

Reitenberger finds little to cri-

ticise, just a suggestion for 

improvement. “It would be an

advantage if points could be

marked on the map.” This would

provide a good overview of 

the many different construction

sites the company works on.

However, Reitenberger’s conclu-

sion is: LOSTnFOUND ALTUS 

is the test winner.


